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Johnson Subedi.
I'm a Danville, KY based Student, currently studying at Centre College majoring in Computer Science and Mathematics and a minor in Data Science
In my free time time, you can catch me training at Gym, juggling a Soccer ball, exploring and learning about new Technology or listening to 80s Music.
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About me
I am interested in learning about Software Engineering, Financial Markets, and investments.
                I love playing poker, watching Formula-1, listening to Naval Ravikant, Chamath Palihapitiya, and All in Podcast.

	Location:Austin, TX
	Age:20
	Nationality:Nepali
	Interests:Computers, Movies, Soccer
	Study:Centre College




Education


Bachelors of Science in Computer Science
Centre College•August 2022 - present

Learning the fundamentals of computer science like Systems Programming, Data Structures and Computer Architecture.

Mathematics and Data Science
Centre College•August 2022 - present

Core math and data science concepts such as Calculus, Statistical Modeling, Applied Machine Learning, and Probability Theory.



Work


Data Science Intern
Valvoline•July 2023 - Present

Developed Python model, estimating Remaining Use Life(RUL) of tire with 97% accuracy, resulting in 30% reduction in unplanned tire replacements, enhancing efficiency and elevating customer satisfaction. Designed a full-stack architecture reducing data interaction latency by 25%, using Flask with SQLAlchemy for the smooth flow from back-end to front-end with React.

Software Engineering Intern
ReGoods•March 2023 - June 2023

Implemented RESTful APIs, orchestrated a CI/CD pipeline using GitHub actions, ensuring smooth dataflow between the frontend, backend, and deployment optimizing workflow and website loading time by 20%. Managed and optimized cloud infrastructure on AWS, using EC2, S3, and RDS to support the application, saving the cost of $1800 per month in operational expenses.

Data Science Researcher
Centre College•Feburary 2023 - Present

Implemented PCA and developed personalized multinomial logistic regression models for individual pitchers, achieving an accuracy of 95.6% and eliminating the need for manual pitch tagging. Led a 3-person team on a data-driven dashboard using Python and R that empowers the baseball team with visualizations to analyze practice sessions, and game data, and strategize effectively.

Co-Founder
AuraED•Janaury 2021 - Present

Co-founded a non-profit organization that mentors finance, technology, and automation impacting 8,000+ underprivileged children in rural Nepal. Designed, and developed the curriculum of IPO investments, and Web Development and fundraised $11,000 to build computer labs in rural villages.

Software Development Intern
UnikPoint•July 2021 - August 2022

Queried MYSQL database using Python scripts, we retrived over 70,000 records of customer data for analysis and found our customer base grew 18% in the past year. Increased efficiency by 30% by building a custom ETL pipeline using Python by analyzing existing SQL scripts resulting in faster processing times and enhanced productivity.



Skills


Here's the snapshot of my area of expertise 
Spoken languagesEnglish


Nepali


Hindi




Frontend developmentReact


Typescript


GraphQL




Backend developmentNode.js


C++


Golang




Data SciencePython


R


SQL









Check out some of my work
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Decentralized Internet
Article I wrote after binging Silicon Valley TV series in 2020
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Regression
Applying different regression on the data available on the internet.
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Project title 3
Give a short description of your project here.
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Project title 4
Give a short description of your project here.
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Time Series Analysis
Observation on Covid-19, Apple and Amazon Stock data over the course of time.
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Goalsetter App
Used MERN stack and Redux where user can Create, Read, Update and Delete their goals.
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Exploratory Data Analysis
Stackoverflow Developer Survey 2020 and 2018 data visaualization using Python and R
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Finance.py
Using Python for Finance. Visualizing and manipulating the stocks data on internet and trying to find any insights that might be helpful.
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Project title 9
Give a short description of your project here.
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AuraED
Non-Profit organization mentoring underprivileged Nepalese children with technology, about technology.







Add several of these, and keep them as fresh as possible, but be sure to focus on quality testimonials with strong highlights of your skills/work ethic.
-- Muchiri Kawai








Get in touch.

Send Message

Here is a good spot to directly message and to connect with the concern you have. Feel free to reach out.

	Email
	subede.johnson@gmail.com


	Location
	Danville KY, USA


	Instagram
	@i_johnson.s


	Github
	I-Johnson
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